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The Rating Percentage Index (RPI) was first used in 1981 to provide supplemental data for the 
Division I Men’s Basketball Committee in its evaluation of teams for at-large selection and seeding of 
the championship bracket. It is intended to be used in conjunction with the many other materials 
provided the committee. 
 
The RPI never should be considered anything but an additional evaluation tool. No computer program 
that is based on pure numbers can take into account subjective concepts; e.g., how well a team is 
playing down the stretch, what the loss or return of a top player means to a team, or how emotional a 
specific conference or rival game may be.  
 
A school’s RPI ranking consists of three factors and are weighted as follows: 
 

Basic RPI 
 
Factor I Division I Winning Percentage -- 25 percent of the RPI. 
Factor II Opponents’ Winning Percentage -- 50 percent of the RPI. 
Factor III Opponents’ Opponents’ Winning Percentage -- 25 percent of the RPI. 
 

Weighted RPI 
 
In 2005, the values of home wins and losses, and road wins and losses, were changed. The formula 
now counts each road victory as 1.4 in the win column instead of 1.0. Each road loss is valued at 0.6, 
each home victory at 0.6 and each home loss at 1.4 in the win or loss column. Neutral-site games 
remained the same with a value of 1.0 in the appropriate column. The weighting is applied only in 
Factor I of the RPI. 
 

Brief History of the RPI 
 
In the first RPI formula in 1981, winning percentage was assigned 40 percent and opponents’ success, 
opponents’ strength of schedule and road success were weighted at 20 percent each. Winning 
percentages and road success, which essentially added another 10 percent to winning percentages, 
overpowered the other two factors.  
 
It became apparent, through numerous experimentations, that winning percentage should receive a 
lesser weighting than the strength of schedule although its real strength is larger. 
 
From 1983 to 1993, the formula was 20-40-40. In 1994, the formula was evaluated to determine the 
mathematical validity of the weighting system. A group of mathematicians reviewed the formula and 
recommended the current 25-50-25. They indicated that won-lost record percentage should be 
increased to add more strength to a team's record and that Factor III should be decreased to ensure that 
a strong team from a weaker conference was not disproportionately penalized by competing against 
teams that it is required to play as a league member. Also, a team has less control over Factor III than 
the other two factors. 
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From 1994 to 2004 along with the three basic factors, a fourth factor existed of bonuses and penalties. 
Factor IV produced an “Adjusted RPI.” The additional factor assigned different weightings that were 
added or subtracted from the basic rankings. Positive weightings were assigned for scheduling 50 
percent of the non-conference opponents ranked in the Top 50 by the RPI and for wins against all 
teams ranked in this grouping. Negative weightings were assigned for scheduling 50 percent of the 
non-conference schedule against teams ranked in the bottom half by the RPI and for losing to any team 
in this grouping. Also, the sites of games (home, neutral, away) were taken into account for the 
weighting of good wins and bad losses. All these bonuses and penalties were added or subtracted from 
the basic RPI. 
 
In 2005, the RPI underwent a major revision. The 25-50-25 formula remained but the values of home 
wins and losses, and road wins and losses, were changed to the current weightings. Also, the 
committee dropped the bonuses and penalties of Factor IV. 
 
Throughout the years, home winning percentages in Division I men’s basketball has always been at 66 
or 67 percent. Men’s committee chair Bob Bowlsby explained the reason for the won-lost weightings 
in 2005 as, “The committee adopted a formula that more accurately reflects the historical data 
regarding a team’s performance at home.” 
 
Road success had been considered repeatedly through the years by the committee. The change in 2005 
made road and home success a part of the overall formula instead of its own factor, or a part of 
bonuses and penalties. When the committee eliminated road success in 1983, it was its own factor and 
distorted rankings were produced when there was a high number of road wins regardless of the 
strength of the opponent. 
 
Through the years victory margins also have been studied. Some have argued the RPI would be 
strengthened if it reflected scoring differentials in addition to won-lost records. But it is believed that 
point spreads would leave the program open to manipulation by coaches who desire to enhance their 
teams' ranking by "running up the score." Although point margins are not a factor in the RPI, 
individual game scores for each Division I team are included in the materials provided to the 
committee when the selection process is taking place. 
 

Figuring the RPI Formula 
 
The RPI starts the season with every team exactly equal. Other rating systems do not. Only games 
played against Division I teams are included in the compilation of the basic formula. 
 
The current RPI formula (25-50-25) meets the initial objectives of the committee to provide a 
consistent and orderly ranking of all Division I teams based on equitable criteria. About half of the 
rating is based on winning percentage and the other half on strength of schedule. 
 
Winning percentage (Factor I) only receives a 25 percent weighting although its real strength is larger. 
There always is a far wider gap in the rankings between the top and bottom teams in this category than 
between first and last in the Factors II and III. 
 
Anyone who has a calculator or computer and access to the results of all Division I games can compile 
the basic RPI rankings by observing the following formula: 
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1. Factor I -- Division I Winning Percentage: To figure a team's won-lost percentage use only 

games against Division I opponents. In the win column, each home win counts 0.6, each 
neutral site win counts 1.0, and each road win counts 1.4. In the loss column, each home loss 
counts 1.4, each neutral site loss counts 1.0, and each road loss counts 0.6. 

 
To calculate: Team A was 22-7 in all games last season, but was 18-7 against Division I 
opponents. Of the 18 wins, 12 were at home, 2 were at a neutral site and 4 were on the road. 
Of the 7 losses, 1 was at home, 0 were at a neutral site and 6 were on the road. Using the 
weighted numbers, Team A's weighted won-lost record was 17.6-5.0 with a winning 
percentage of .7788 percent. 
 

2. Factor II -- Opponents' Winning Percentage: Take each opponent's regular won-lost 
percentage against other Division I teams (excluding the wins or losses against the team in 
question), then average these percentages. 

 
To calculate: Add together the regular won-lost percentages of all of Team A's 25 Division I 
opponents (again excluding games against Team A and non-Division I opponents). For Team 
A's opponents, the sum of their percentages was calculated at 14.7575. Now divide this total 
(14.7575) by 25 (the number of Team A's Division I opponents) to determine the average and 
the opponents' success percentage in Factor II is .5903 percent. 
 

3. Factor III -- Opponents' Opponents' Winning Percentage: The strength of each opponent's 
schedule is measured by computing the Factor II percentage for each opponent, then 
averaging these percentages. This recognizes the fact that two opponents with equal won-lost 
records may have played far different schedules. 

 
To calculate: First figure the Factor II percentages for all of Team A's 25 Division I 
opponents and add these 25 percentages together. For Team A's opponents, the sum of these 
percentages was 14.3075. Now divide this total (14.3075) by 25 (the number of Team A's 
Division I opponents) to determine the average and the opponent's strength of schedule 
percentage in Factor III is .5723 percent. 
 
To Calculate Team A's Basic Rating Percentage Index: 
Factor I is .7788 x .25 = .1947 
Factor II is .5903 x .50 = .2952 
Factor III is .5723 x .25 = .1431 
Team A's RPI is the sum of these figures: .6329 (.1947 + .2952 + .1431) 

 
Teams and conferences are ranked by two methods. One includes all Division I games, the other is 
based on non-conference Division I competition only. Since conferences do not have the same number 
of members, a non-conference rating better evaluates the strength of each conference. For example, if 
a conference has 10 members and plays a round-robin schedule, then 18 of each of its team's 28 games 
(180 total conference games) will produce virtually the same won-lost percentages in Factors II and 
III. But a conference with six members will produce the same numbers for only 10 of each of its team's 
28 games (60 total conference games). 
 
There is usually little variation from year to year in the ranking of conferences; however conference 
alignment changes do affect the ratings. It should also be noted that the conference RPI is not a factor 
in determining the value of an at-large candidate for selection to the tournament. 
 
GKJ 


